(1) discipline and instruction (fa'dlb watafhlm) to set them on the right path, (2) punishment Cuquba) that serves as purgation (tamblc!) of sin, and (3) trial and testing (balwa wamibna) that will yield future reward. 3 In Emunotve-Deot,4 Saadiah narrows the scope of his question, asking not why human beings generally are made to suffer but specifically why righteoushuman beings are. To answer this question, Saadiah selects, in Emunot ve-Deot, two of the three reasons found in the Commentary on Job, namely, punishment and trial. As punishment, the suffering of righteous individuals in this world purges the sins that constitute the minority of their deeds and enables them to enter the worldto-come free of sin and deserving of full reward. Clearly, the notion that the righteous are punished for the minority of their deeds that are sins entails that the righteous are not completely righteous. Indeed, Saadiah defines the righteous as those whose good deeds merely exceed their bad (ED V: 2, 209).
Trial and future compensation is a second reason for the suffering of the righteous. In the case of trial, however, one who is made to suffer for this reason must more than scrape by with his good deeds just barely exceeding his bad. For, according to Saadiah, the righteous person who is subjected to trial must be someone who God knows can endure (ED V: 3). Indeed, in the Introduction to the Commentary onJob, only in the case of the trial-purpose for suffering is the sufferer explicitly called an "upright servant.,,5 We may note that since such suffering is justified only by the reward the sufferer is destined to receive and is not deserved, it would sutely be unjust for God to inflict it on one who will fail to forbear. We see, then, that, for Saadiah, whereas punishment applies to both the barely righteous and the very righteous, trial applies only to the very righteous, those with respect to whom God can be assured that they can withstand the trial. Of the three reasons for suffering cited in the Commentary onJob, the sole reason omitted in Emunot ve-Deot is that of discipline for the sake of instruction. It is likely that from Saadiah's point of view, whereas the righteous may sin, the righteous hardly require instruction in right and wrong; they surely must know what is expected of them if their good deeds exceed their bad. appears in English translation under the title The Book of Beliefs and Opinions, trans. Samuel Rosenblatt (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1948) . Sections of it are translated into English by Alexander Altmann, in ThreeJewish Philosophers: Philo, Saadya Gaon, Jehuda Halevi (New York: Atheneum Press, 1973) . Unless otherwise noted, the translation of Emunot ve-Deot cited is Rosenblatt's.
5 Cj,125.
